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MOTEL: A BEGINNING

ALAN PERT 
PROFESSOR AND DIRECTOR, MELBOURNE SCHOOL OF DESIGN

MOTEL marks the beginning of new curatorial culture, which is emerging at the Melbourne School 
of Design. The recently launched Dulux Gallery embedded in the ground floor of our new building 
offers us the chance to explore a program of exhibitions, talks, film screenings, conferences and 
publications, which will generate dialogue and collaboration across geographic, ideological and 
disciplinary boundaries. As a new public forum for the MSD, it is fitting that we explore the early work 
of Professor David Yencken, who has been a champion for the Australian environment, the nation’s 
heritage, and excellence in design for over fifty years. Working in industry, politics and academia, 
especially through his association with the University of Melbourne, he has been a staunch advocate 
and activist, promoting better outcomes for strategic policy, innovation in implementation, design and 
practice across our cities and landscapes.

I have had the good fortune to share a number of conversations with David since arriving in Melbourne 
in 2012. I first became aware of his work while completing my Masters Thesis in Glasgow in 1993. 
I had returned to Glasgow from just over two years of living in Berlin (1991-3). My thesis was a 
critique of the rise of developer-led low density housing throughout the UK. Inspired by my time in 
Germany and examples of international precedents of permanent demonstration housing projects like 
the Weissenhofsiedlung, built in Stuttgart in 1927 for the Deutscher Werkbund exhibition, as well as 
Interbau ‘57 in Berlin, I set about exploring other ‘prototypes for living’ from around the world. Following 
an interim review, I was directed to A Mansion or No House and a somewhat badly photocopied 
version of it in the possession of one of my review panel. The book, published in 1976 by John 
Paterson, David Yencken and Graeme Gunn, began as a report for the Urban Development Institute 
of Australia (UDIA) on the consequences of planning standards and their impact on land and housing. 
The book subsequently introduced me to Merchant Builders Pty Ltd established by David Yencken and 
John Ridge, eleven years earlier in 1965. The authors were reacting to their experience of development 
standards and methods of regulation as major limitations on the ability of designers and builders to 
fit new built form to social functions. Standards, they argued, sought to “prevent the bad” but they 
argued that the by-product of standards was instead limiting innovation and the pursuit of economy. 
My Masters was completed in 1994 and then a twenty-year lag saw me picking up the threads of the 
Merchant Builders story again when I arrived in Melbourne in October 2012. What has struck me is 
that the questions being raised in 1965 by David, John and their architect Graeme Gunn are still (if not 
more) relevant fifty years on. 
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While the Weissenofsiedlung remains a significant landmark in architectural education and experiment, 
Australia would do well to celebrate and recognise not only David’s motels but also the entire porfolio 
of his endeavours and the journey from motel to Victoria’s Ministry of Planning and Environment. The 
motels were just the beginning of a career of risk-taking, cultural creativity and ministerial masterplanning. 
Everything David has touched from the small scale to the city scale, has been underpinned by the 
questioning of preconceived ideas: ideas about the way we live, the way we holiday, the spaces we 
inhabit, the landscape around us, our heritage and the culture we create. Importantly he has not been 
one to confine his critique to paper. Instead he has strived to demonstrate research in action through 
what could easily be reflected upon as a series of demonstration projects. Each project has been a 
pedagogical multiplier: a tool for testing and learning through doing. Each project has influenced the 
next, physically through the testing of design ideas and construction techniques, as well as socially 
through the networks and relationships that have emerged from each project. 

David may be retired from the University of Melbourne, but he is still a huge influence and supporter 
beyond the disciplinary boundaries of our Faculty. For example, he brought together seven of 
Australia’s leading national community organisations to create the ‘Australian Collaboration’ to act 
as a forum for the exchange of information and ideas, and to publish educational and other material 
on matters of significance to Australian society. Very few people can demonstrate such diverse but 
relevant contributions to government, industry and education, and it is a pleasure for us to be marking 
the beginning of David’s life in Australia through the story of his two motels.

MOTEL represents the start and not the end of a journey……..

Image: “Baronda”, Yencken 
Home, Nelson Inlet, NSW, 
1968. Architect: Graeme Gunn. 
Photograph: David Yencken
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Frontispiece of Part 2 of 
Robin Boyd, The Australian 
Ugliness, F.W. Cheshire, 
Melbourne, 1960.
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A SHORT STAY:
THE MOTEL AND AUSTRALIAN 
ARCHITECTURE

The motel hardly features in the history of architecture. Its everydayness, its association with the 
commercial world, and with the itinerant world of regional travel means that its position in the panoply 
of art is negligible, almost non-existent. But in the 1950s that wasn’t the case. It was a new building 
type and it was inextricably associated with the liberating possibilities of the automotive age, when 
cars came within reach of virtually every family. Today in countries like the United States, Canada and 
Australia, the post-war motel still has a presence, albeit dimming and evocative of seedy romance, the 
scenes of adultery and illicit rendezvous, or as in the movie Niagara (1953), when the character played 
by Marilyn Monroe argues with her vengeful husband, the landscape of the raging torrent outside 
becomes a metaphor for the rage and destruction of their relationship. Yet for most people, a short 
stay enjoyed in a motel in the 1950s and 1960s was a moment of private restful pleasure as part of a 
longer journey: a place to rest, relax and not endure the auditory and olfactory privations of the hotel, 
where alcohol licensing laws dictated attached lodging. It was a way of avoiding the chartered tour 
or sharing a hotel corridor and perhaps even a shared hotel bathroom. The motel and its collection 
of private rooms was a place where one could, like hitching a horse to a rail, park beside one’s own 
private room with ensuite. It reinforced the private nature of automobile travel. It was the height of 
independent travel. 

And architects were involved in the distinctive challenge offered by this new building type. As Geoffrey 
Baker and Bruno Funaro wrote in their 1955 book Motels: “A single building is architecture; two 
buildings are motelscape. The spaces, particularly with one-storey units, are usually more important 
than the buildings.”1 Their book featured ‘motelscapes’ by notable contemporary US architects like 
Richard Neutra, Rufus Nims and Ernest J Kump. Even the grand old man of modern architecture, 
Frank Lloyd Wright designed motels, and significantly, his designs also shared an intrinsic relationship 
with landscape. His Meteor Crater Inn (1948) on Route 66 in Arizona had a giant car court, a gas 
station and covered parking at one end, and at the other, the motel’s dining room was perched on 
the rim of a huge crater. His Wieland Motel for Hagerstown in Maryland, USA (1956) was a two-storey 
affair, a crescent of conjoined circular guest room pods and car spaces beneath, all located in a 
bucolic pastoral landscape.2 In the history of Australian architecture, two motels stand out, first for their 
architectural quality and second, for the fact that they shared the same client, David Yencken (1931-), 
whose remarkable and sustained career, as a patron of good design married with a sympathy for 
landscape, commenced with these two ventures. 

PHILIP GOAD 
CHAIR OF ARCHITECTURE

1 Geoffrey Baker and 
Bruno Funaro, Motels, 
Reinhold Publishing, New 
York, 1955, p. 163. Another 
significant publication on 
motels from the period was 
Motels, hotels, restaurants 
and bars, FW Dodge, New 
York, 1945, with multiple 
printings from 1945 until 
1953. A second edition was 
published in 1960.

2 Bruce Brooks Pfeiffer, 
Frank Lloyd Wright drawings: 
masterworks from the Frank 
Lloyd Wright Archives, 
Abrams, New York, 1990, pp. 
196-7, 202. 
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MVM AND MSM

The Mitchell Valley Motel (MVM) at Bairnsdale (1957) was designed by the Melbourne firm of Mockridge, 
Stahle and Mitchell (MSM), architects who were better known at the time for relaxed beach houses on 
the Mornington Peninsula, contextually sympathetic modern buildings for Melbourne Boys Grammar 
School, and a series of formally inventive churches, which gave equal weight to ecclesiastical art and 
textured finishes as to overall form. The aesthetic interests of the firm were unashamedly Scandinavian 
– the Architectural Review (UK) would have described their work as New Empiricist - and also the calm 
and understated houses of San Francisco architect William Wilson Wurster, who prided himself on 
producing elegantly ordinary buildings, which came nervily close to being vernacular. At MVM, gentle 
gable roofs, vertical boards outside painted Swedish Red, white painted window trim and square 
section timber posts also painted white, were all part of an unassuming architecture. It wasn’t brash. 
It didn’t shout ‘Stay Here!’. It was far from the madding crowd of the commercial strip. Only its jaunty 
sign, a spindly inverted tripod of steel, with its ‘spin mobile’, coloured plastic ball with flashing light 
on top, and playful graphics emphasising the acronym of the motel’s name, suggested a sense of 
needing to signal the building from the road. Indeed, the motel’s sign echoed something of the frilliness 
of the 1951 Festival of Britain or closer to home, John Mockridge’s ‘hovering triangle’ for the street 
decorations for Melbourne’s 1956 Olympic Games.3 In 1955, Ross Stahle, as part of a world tour 
to look at schools, also looked at Californian motels, including Pereira & Luckman’s first Disneyland 
Hotel, which operated as a motel.4 Unusually for a Melbourne firm at the time, MSM had an in-house 
landscape design specialist, Beryl Mann (1911-1982), who for almost her entire career (1948-76), 
produced landscapes for MSM’s schools and university buildings in Melbourne and Canberra.5 One 
of Mann’s landscape drawings for the motel shows a perceptive understanding of the site’s former 
agricultural use: she included exotics like willows, flowering cherry and almond trees, even vegetables 
and at the site’s edges, created framing boundaries of melaleucas, she-oaks and southern blue gums 
native to south Gippsland. It was as if one was staying in a Australian farmhouse garden, complete 
with remnant split rail timber fences.6 Inside, MSM attended carefully to detail, in much the same way 
as in their houses and church interiors, similar also to how husband and wife team John and Phyllis 
Murphy would quietly frame spaces for gracious living in their 1950s houses.7 MSM did the same at 
MVM. Broad striped linoleum floors, bamboo basket weave chairs with the thinnest of black steel legs, 
and wall planes of oiled vertical boards contrasting others of single bold colours: it was a design palette 
of which contemporary Australian interior designer Margaret Lord would have approved. Motel guests 
would have been struck by the finesse of these interiors – smart but not overbearing, gently persistent 
without being hard-edged – and above all, their unquestionable good taste.

MCCM AND GRB

Taste was a sore point for Robin Boyd, Yencken’s choice of architect for his next motel venture - this 
time on the southern coast of New South Wales - the Merimbula Country Club Motel (1960-61), 
renamed on its opening the Black Dolphin Motel.8 On his return from the United States in late 1957 
after a year’s sabbatical as Visiting Bemis Professor at Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Boyd, 
then a partner in the Melbourne firm of Grounds, Romberg & Boyd (GRB) began writing his diatribe 
against Australia’s visual urban pollution and what he described in various forums as the “hysterical 
worship of the American image: Austericanism”,9 all of which came together in his 1960 book The 
Australian Ugliness. In many respects, that book was a textual challenge to Australian makers of 
the urban environment that was answered consistently by Yencken’s cross-disciplinary projects that 
began with these two motels and was continued after 1965 with the founding (with John Ridge) of 
Merchant Builders (enlightened project house builders), his establishment in 1973 of Tract (a landscape 
architecture firm) and Nexus Designs (interiors) with Janne Faulkner in 1974. All of these professional 
collaborations aimed at producing harmonious settings for buildings, interiors and landscapes.  

3 Mockridge’s ‘hovering 
triangle’ was a one-ton 
inverted dart in Olympic 
colours located at the 
intersection of Elizabeth and 
Bourke Streets, Melbourne. 
See David Islip, “1956 
Olympic Decorations: the final 
fling”, Fabrications, 11: 1 (July 
2000), p. 36. 

4 “Australians Like Colour, 
Says Architect”, newspaper 
cutting, undated (c.1955). 

5 Richard Peterson, 
“Mann, Beryl Vivienne”, in 
Richard Aitken and Michael 
Looker (eds), The Oxford 
Companion to Australian 
Gardens, Oxford University 
Press, South Melbourne, 
2002, p. 398.

6 Planting plan, Mitchell 
Valley Motel, drawing by 
Beryl Mann, 1957. Mockridge 
Stahle & Mitchell Collection, 
Picture Collection, State 
Library of Victoria, Melbourne. 

7 Vicki McLean, ‘Quiet 
Achievers: The Houses of 
John and Phyllis Murphy, 
Melbourne, 1950-1958’, 
MSD Research Project, 
University of Melbourne, 
2012.

8 Drawings from the 
Grounds Romberg & Boyd 
Archives, Manuscripts 
Collection, State Library of 
Victoria, Melbourne.  

9 Robin Boyd, “Australia”, 
in JM Richards (ed.), 
New Buildings in the 
Commonwealth, The 
Architectural Press, London, 
1961, p. 17.
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The Mitchell Valley Motel, double room, interior view, out to outdoor area 
Photograph by Mark Strizic, 1959. State Library of Victoria. H2013.188/10. Copyright Estate of Mark Strizic.
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When Boyd returned from the United States, in addition to reflecting publicly on his experiences 
in writing, he also completed two of Australia’s earliest New Brutalist buildings. Both were direct 
responses to America and the local. The first was his own house at South Yarra, Victoria (1957-9). With 
its section of sweeping catenary roof and enclosed courtyard across a sloping site, the Boyd House 
had Reyner Banham’s three critical markers of New Brutalism: memorable image, direct expression 
of structure, and ‘as found’ materials (off-sawn timbers, untreated pine ceiling boards, and a recycled 
brick floor).10 The second was the Black Dolphin Motel. Boyd’s motel was a direct refutation of American 
commercialism: a relaxed siting of linear blocks stepping gently across a remnant dune site and 
carefully placed amongst existing Australian eucalypts (mahogany gums), with a palette of exposed, 
locally-made bricks, repetitive modular window infill panels, and peeled timber logs as columns to 
verandahs and covered walkways: a low-tech, ‘as found’ language – a grounded, indigenous, version 
of New Brutalists Peter and Alison Smithson’s elevated walkways in their competition entry for the 
University of Sheffield (1953).11

Boyd explained to historian Max Freeland in 1964 that the use of log columns was dictated by local 
circumstance and construction practice:

Mr Pike was a local builder, who, I think, had never worked for an architect before. He was the 
only one available so we deliberately kept all structure and finishes at a very simple level. The idea 
of using the tree trunks for columns came from this approach – and from the fact that the owners 
had asked from the beginning for something relaxed and in holiday mood. The tree trunks were 
gathered locally as was the ti-tree for fencing.12 

But Boyd is being rather coy here. He would have clearly been aware of and also knowingly referred to 
local construction traditions of south Gippsland and southern New South Wales, where logs had been 
used since early settlement and onward for primitive vernacular houses and farm buildings, railway 
trestle bridges, wharves and piers. He would also have enjoyed the aesthetic echo with the work of his 
one-time mentor, partner and critic Roy Grounds, who had used log columns in rural settings for the 
houses, ‘Lyncroft’, Shoreham (1933) and Chateau Tahbilk, Nagambie (1934), two of Victoria’s earliest 
examples of what now can be described as a regional Victorian modernism. Boyd also used log 
columns in suburban Melbourne for his contemporaneous design of St George’s Anglican Church, East 
Ivanhoe (1962), a deliberate design choice that avoided any sense of the ornamental in a commission 
normally heavily charged with symbolic meaning. Even when writing in jest to Yencken, it is clear that 
Boyd’s choice of logs at the Black Dolphin was also aesthetically driven – a sort of consciously anti-
commercial language:

 We have kept the tree trunks away from the front of the station, but have brought them in at the 
back and sides. We have not eliminated them altogether because, as every good service station 
man knows, you must have a gimmick these days, and tree trunks are just the latest thing in all 
U.S. service stations, especially on the Las Vegas turnpike.13  

Further, Boyd and Yencken’s response to night-time visibility, almost as another anti-Vegas strategy, 
was to illuminate the motel’s sign with its stylised dolphin by Max Robinson and floodlight the site’s 
gum trees. This was to be a motel different from any other. 

In The Australian Ugliness, the motel was a particular target of Boyd’s attention (and this was before 
the Black Dolphin had been commissioned). The frontispiece to the book’s Part 2 was one of Boyd’s 
cartoons depicting a two-tone Holden Special parked outside a rakishly angled motel with two-tone 
wall panelling, with two-tone paving, guests in two-tone beachwear, and a crude illuminated sign that 
spelt ‘motel’ and ‘special’. Boyd asked the question:

Why should anything with the serious public duty of housing weary travellers choose to deck itself 
in a buffoon’s costume of patchwork and particoloured trappings?14 

10 Reyner Banham, 
“The New Brutalism”, The 
Architectural Review, 118, 
no. 708 (December 1955), 
pp. 355-61.

11 Boyd, Living in Australia 
(Melbourne: Thames and 
Hudson, 2013) [facsimile 
reprint of 1970 edition], p. 
153.

12 Letter, Robin Boyd to 
Max Freeland, 13 November 
1964. Grounds, Romberg 
and Boyd Archives, 
Manuscripts Collection, State 
Library of Victoria, Melbourne.

13 Letter, Robin Boyd 
to David Yencken, 22 
September 1961. Grounds, 
Romberg and Boyd Archives, 
Manuscripts Collection, State 
Library of Victoria, Melbourne.

14 Robin Boyd, The 
Australian Ugliness, Cheshire, 
Melbourne, 1960, p. 62.
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As if in response to his own question, at the Black Dolphin Motel there was almost no paint. Most 
materials were ‘natural’ and left so. A 1963 press release from the Romberg and Boyd office reads:

Local eucalypt logs were used for columns to verandahs and covered links. Walls are 
local red brick, with matching mortar externally; bagged and painted earthy colours 
internally. Timber framing is off-saw Oregon, rubbed grey, internally and externally. 
Ceilings are ivory “caneite”.15 

Other materials included copper caps to exposed log posts, copper flashings, and external screens 
of ti-tree stakes, complete with their papery bark. The guest room interiors were classic Boyd: divan 
beds that doubled as couches, heavy Indian cotton bedspreads, Japanese bamboo weave basket 
chairs that he used at home in the Wash Street living room, and above the long cantilevering white 
laminate-topped bench, a series of timber battens that acted as a protective dado line and as a visual 
counter to the screens outside. Mark Strizic’s single-point perspective photograph of a guest room 
interior highlights not just the framing of landscape but also a masterful De Stijl-like asymmetry redolent 
of contemporary Japanese domestic interiors by the likes of Tange and Sakakura. In the motel’s dining 
room, this Japanese feel was accentuated by the shibui log columns and off-sawn doubled beams, 
tables and chairs imported by Bruce Anderson from Japan, and exposed plywood concertina screens. 
Yencken topped it all off with his carefully chosen placemats, glassware, cutlery and crockery. For 
Christine Kaine, who worked there in the 1960s and was daughter of builder and saw-miller, J. Pike: 
“The linen, the bedspreads, the furniture, the crockery… it was all of the most amazing quality. It was 
astounding.”16    

In 1970, Robin Boyd described his and Yencken’s ideas for the Black Dolphin: “It aimed to be an 
architectural tranquilliser by the Pacific Ocean, about halfway between Sydney and Melbourne.”17 
The Black Dolphin Motel was not your ordinary motel. Its advertising was smart, clever and directed 
at readers of The Nation. Its restaurant menu included ‘Chicken Merimbula’ (covered with seafood) 
and a much favoured chocolate mousse. Its clientele were not your ordinary travellers. Pat Raymond, 
the motel’s receptionist from 1972-5 recalled guests like Tony Bonner (star of Skippy the Kangaroo), 
Kerry Packer, Bill Peach (host of This Day Tonight), Chips Rafferty (actor) and Maggie Tabberer (fashion 
model and TV personality).18 In the motel’s early days, Boyd, his wife Patricia and children Penleigh and 
Suzy also stayed, clear proof that even its architect continued to approve.  

There is little doubt that amongst architects, the Black Dolphin was admired. In 1961, Architecture & 
Arts rated it one of “the ten best buildings’ for 1960-61. In 1970, architectural historian David Saunders 
highlighted Boyd’s use of log columns at the Black Dolphin in 1960 as predating “international 
Brutalism and before the rustic character of the Sydney School”.19 In 1986, Jennifer Taylor noted 
its “considerable influence in Sydney as well as in Melbourne.”20 More recently historians Graeme 
Davison, Simon Reeves and Judith O’Callaghan have all acknowledged its significant place in 
the history of the motel in Australia.21 Davison’s appraisal is one of the most perceptive, when he 
concluded that “the Black Dolphin sought to show how a true environmentally sensitive modernism 
might humanize the new functional forms of the motor age.”22 But it also should be cited as one 
of Boyd’s early interpretations of New Brutalism and significantly, his personal architectural answer 
to ‘Austerica’ and his American experiences. Boyd had also seen Wurster, Bernardi & Emmons’s 
recently completed Centre for Advanced Study in the Behavioral Studies at Stanford University (1954), 
a serene collection of unassuming gable-roofed redwood structures set amidst an equally unassuming 
designed landscape by Thomas Church. Academics accessed their offices directly from open-air 
corridors – it was a ‘motel’ for scholars. The Black Dolphin Motel was a motel for a knowing clientele. 
It also indicated Boyd’s shifting allegiance to the spare material and structural directness of Japanese 
architecture. It also signaled in his work a decided shift towards celebrating Australian-ness in building.  

15 Press release, ‘The 
Black Dolphin’, dated 28 
March 1963 on Romberg and 
Boyd letterhead. Grounds, 
Romberg and Boyd Archives, 
Manuscripts Collection, State 
Library of Victoria, Melbourne. 

16 Christine Kaine, interview 
with Zoe Diacolabrianos, 
2014.

17 Robin Boyd, Living in 
Australia, Pergamon Press, 
Rushcutters Bay, 1970, p. 
90.

18  Pat Raymond, interview 
with Zoe Diacolabrianos, 
2014. 

19 David Saunders, 
“Afterword”, in Robin Boyd, 
Living in Australia, Pergamon 
Press, Rushcutters Bay, 
1970, p. 173.

20 Jennifer Taylor, Australian 
architecture since 1960, Law 
Book Co., Sydney, 1986, p. 
35.

21 See Graeme Davison, 
Car wars: how the car won 
our hearts and conquered 
our cities, Allen & Unwin, 
Crows Nest, NSW, 2004; 
Simon Reeves, “Australia’s 
first motels”, The Australian 
Motel Owners’ Journal, 10: 
2 (December 2009), pp. 
11, 13-15; Simon Reeves, 
“Australia’s Early Motel 
Boom”, The Australian 
Motel Owners’ Journal, 
11: 1 (June 2010), pp. 
15, 17-18, 20; and Judith 
O’Callaghan, “Motels: the 
‘ultra modern’ experience”, 
in Paul Hogben and Judith 
O’Callaghan, Leisure Space: 
the transformation of Sydney, 
1945-1970, NewSouth 
Publising, Sydney, 2014, pp. 
70-91. 

22 Davison, p. 101.
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In 1970, Boyd was to say of the Black Dolphin and the John Batman Motor Inn (1964) that:     

in the choice of finishing and furnishing materials and in the surrounding vegetation both 
establishments consciously sought to produce an Australian character.23

Graeme Gunn, who worked on the Black Dolphin in the GRB office and would go onto work with David 
Yencken in designing for Merchant Builders from 1965, as well as designing the log-framed Yencken 
holiday house ‘Baronda’ (1968) at Nelson Inlet further north on the New South Wales coast, reflected 
on the motel, saying that:

I think it was the first native motel in the sense that it seemed to be more indigenous in its 
connections as an Australian development, there is some sort of Australian idiom to it, it was 
clearly quite localised in its references.24

This essay, like the motel, is ‘a short stay’ – a brief insight into questions of taste, design and indigenous 
landscape. Both the Mitchell Valley Motel and the Black Dolphin Motel were assured aesthetic essays 
– timid, even reticent, in their pretensions to form but groundbreaking in their challenge to conventional 
notions of what the roadside might expect from architecture. Both could not have predicted the scale 
of growth of road architecture – freeways, overpasses and bridges – and also Victorian architects’ re-
engagement with the road with artful acoustic walls, footbridges and sculptural planting schemes of 
the last twenty years. But this does not mean that one should not underestimate their impact, not just 
on taste but on their fundamental aim, which was to enrich the everyday experience of the drive, the 
road, the greater landscape and the need for somewhere to stay and rest one’s head.

23 Robin Boyd, Living in 
Australia, Pergamon Press, 
Rushcutters Bay, 1970, p. 
153.

24 Graeme Gunn, interview 
with Courtney Foote and Tan 
Ching-Chuen, 2014. 

I am especially grateful to 
the research undertaken 
by the Semester 2 2014 
class of ABPL90367 Critical 
and Curatorial Practices in 
Design. Many of the ideas 
explored and research 
uncovered in their final 
reports can be found in this 
paper.

Philip Goad,  
March 2015
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The Black Dolphin Hotel, restaurant block, exterior with log columns  
Photograph by Mark Strizic, 1961. State Library of Victoria. H2008.142/82. Copyright Estate of Mark Strizic.
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AT HOME ON THE ROAD:  
A REGARD FOR PLACE IN 
LANDSCAPE
GINI LEE
DAME ELIZABETH MURDOCH CHAIR OF LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE

The humble Australian roadside motel, together with its utilitarian setting, is often nowadays held 
in scant regard, as pictured through postcard and film representations that typify forlorn yet oddly 
compelling spaces: often unkempt, barren and marginal. Softened by ubiquitous palms or remnant 
eucalypts under-storeyed with plants chosen only for their ability to exist in the harshest of conditions, 
these motel landscapes offer little back to their situated landscape of town, road or peripheral park. 
Otherwise, overly manicured gardens, furnished with objects d’art drawn from another place and 
time, audaciously seek reassuring civility and welcome in the regional badlands. For weary travellers 
accustomed to searching for a home at the end of a long drive, these places signpost the possibility 
of some respite from the journey as they are encouraged to rest by ubiquitous chain motel backlit 
markers. 

The Port Wakefield Motel on Highway 1 in southern South Australia is typical of the genre. In many 
aspects unchanged from its late 1950s origins (around the time of the Yencken motels), the garden 
appears to have undergone a more recent upgrade in an Italianate vernacular style – white painted 
urns, gravel and cypress. 

Resolutely inwardly planned with each room opening into the carpark with glimpses of the highway 
beyond, this readily understood Australian motel type is essentially a non-place. Marc Augé suggests 
that many places alongside or passed by along motorways are ‘spaces, which cannot be defined as 
relational, or historical or concerned with identity of a specific area, are such non-places’.1 One motel 
is like any other – they are places that are never really completed, often constructed on the edge of 
town, waiting to be enveloped by future development, subject to makeover or made redundant due to 
the vagaries of the road, speed and less time to linger.

The landscapes in which motels reside are also stereotypically neither urban nor infrastructural, neither 
pastoral nor park, qualifying as non-places by association. Motel landscapes are usually merely 
travelled through in order to get to somewhere else that is more interesting – not the true destination, 
nor expressing the finality of a journey’s end. In these non-places the landscape is kept distant, whether 
plains or coast or woodland even as the vernacular architectural expression including its gardens 
underpin a narrative of travelling, pausing, viewing and resting along the journey. 

Gerald Murnane writes of an affinity for landscape:

…each man in his heart is a traveller in a boundless landscape. But even the plainsmen (who 
should have learned not to fear hugeness of horizons) looked for landmarks and signposts in the 
disquieting terrain of the spirit.2

1 Marc Augé 
(translated by J. Howe), 
Non-Places: introduction 
to an anthropology of 
supermodernity, Verso, 
London, 1995, p. 78.

2 Gerald Murnane, The 
Plains, McPhee Gribble, 
South Yarra, 1982, p. 32.
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David Yencken’s projects for mid-twentieth century motels evoke an instinct to make identifiable places, 
landmarks and signposts through tuning the qualities of his motel landscapes with the aesthetic values 
of travelling in mind. He writes:

My instinctive responses to the landscape were fundamental to the choice of the site, in the 
instance of the Mitchell Valley Motel in Bairnsdale and to my immediate interest in taking part in the 
Black Dolphin project in Merimbula. This was not a conscious, rational response; it was emotional 
and intuitive.

The site for the Mitchell Valley Motel, although a cleared flat field, had a long view out to the line 
of the Mitchell River and the trees growing along it and then beyond that out to the foothills of 
the Great Dividing Range. To enrich the fine qualities of that site with a thoughtfully designed 
landscape plan [by landscape architect Beryl Mann], as was noted in an issue on the motel in 
Architecture and Arts of that time, was the most natural thing to do. 

The site for the Black Dolphin although partially covered with buildings when I first saw it was 
immediately striking in its location spanning lake side to beach front, its magnificent views over inlet 
and hillside and its remnants of endemic coastal vegetation. The site cried out for an imaginative 
architectural response and a minimalist adaptation of the existing landscape. 

Had there also have been time for the main motel site to have become fully established and thus 
the opportunity to develop the ocean part of the site it would have been exciting to do something 
related but different on this part of the site. Here the vegetation subtly changed to more salt 
tolerant plants and trees and-ocean views required more elevated self-contained units.3

Many years ago, before I imagined working with landscape, our family travelled to Merimbula for 
our summer break. We didn’t stay at the Black Dolphin but rather in an everyday Hardiplank shack 
down the road. And a few years later a group of Melbourne architecture and interior design students 
ventured north to camp in cheaper Pambula down the road. But on both occasions I was drawn to the 
Black Dolphin as a place out of the ordinary. I remember it nestled in amongst the trees, its detail and 
form seemingly growing out of the dunes beyond. I recall hearing the sea and walking the back tracks 
to the beach. It felt like the place had been there forever, never a non-place but rather very new and 
contemporary to us. For those visitors who remember the motel fondly, now as then the Black Dolphin 
remains a place very much present and identifiably of its landscape, a quality which will endure beyond 
the subsequent and constant makeovers over time.

Image: Port Wakefield 
Motel, late summer 2014. 
Photograph: Gini Lee

3 David Yencken, personal 
communication with the 
author, March 2015.
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Motel exhibition set up, Dulux Gallery, MSD Building, University of Melbourne 
Image: James Rafferty, 2015
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The premise is simple - select an architectural topic, undertake wide-ranging research and exhibit the 
results. The 2014 inaugural class of ABPL90367 Critical and Curatorial Practices in Design explored 
the motel typology, in particular two Australian motels designed and built in the late 1950s.

The new MSD elective set out to examine the collection, analysis and critical curation of documents 
relating to the exhibition, publication and criticism of design.

The subject content and the opportunity to collaborate with Philip Goad, Alan Pert and Gini Lee made 
Critical and Curatorial a popular choice, with 26 students enrolling. Each student pursued a specific 
theme, from aspects such as the archival documentation for each motel to researching the typology 
in popular culture, with a view to providing a proposition for an exhibition. While undertaking research 
students were exposed to lectures from exhibiting practitioners, excursions to current exhibitions at the 
National Gallery of Victoria, and examinations of the 2014 Venice International Architecture Biennale. 
The depth of the research that students were able to achieve was extremely interesting, regardless of 
whether one was focused on the micro-scale of the architecture and landscape design, the macro-
scale of the wider context of society at the time, or the personal with reminiscences of the people who 
built, stayed and worked at both motels. The value of the in-depth exploration has allowed for a varied 
and nuanced narrative to be shown to visitors through number of curatorial tactics.

Although the content was similar the conclusions, which the students reached in their final reports 
were diverse with many different options being proposed. From densely-built paths taking the visitor 
through thematically-designed rooms, to recreations at 1:1 scale of the Black Dolphin colonnade with 
its timber log columns, or movable stools for visitors to mimic a car journey, the class proposed a 
variety of immersive experiences.

After the students presented their proposals, there were certain elements that resonated. These were 
reflective of ideas seen in the Venice Biennale and from guest lecturers such as large-scale floor-to-
ceiling photographs with constructed aspects that gave the scene a three dimensional quality, large 
scale models with the buildings positioned in their landscape setting, and projections allowing diversity 
in the techniques of visually communicating a range of information. These elements were utilised for 
this exhibition, MOTEL.

AMOR CONNORS

MOTEL:  
THE EXHIBITION
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The Dulux Gallery is located on a mezzanine between the basement and ground floor, and visitors 
descend stairs to two rectangular spaces that intersect to form a T-shape. To the right of the entrance 
is the smaller space, open aired with the perimeter walls having a small overhang for lighting. The 
larger space is on the left with a triple height ceiling and large windows on two of the walls. Two large-
scale objects were designed to be the focal points - these were the 1:50 scale plywood models of 
the Mitchell Valley Motel and the Black Dolphin Motel in their respective landscapes, to be located in 
the smaller space to the right of the entrance. The other large-scale objects located in the larger room 
were steel profiles constructed to frame a typical guest room at each motel with a 1:1 plan etched 
onto the gallery floor and a floor-to-ceiling height reproduction of photographs of the view out of each 
room towards the landscape.

Surrounding the models in the centre of the smaller space are walls containing a collage of information 
regarding the Mitchell Valley Motel and Black Dolphin Motel. Through the textures of vinyl and printed 
paper, photographs, correspondence, advertisements and quotes, the visitor can zoom in on different 
elements to gain a sense of the conceptual detail that went into creating the two motels. On the far wall 
is a trestle table with the documentation drawings for those visitors wishing to examine the minutiae 
of the architects’ work.

The larger space containing the room profiles allows for a more experiential examination of the subject 
matter. After studying the rooms with layered views to the landscape on the large-scale photographs, 
this space will be one for activity or reflection depending on the rhythm of the exhibition schedule. 
This space is the flexible area for gatherings, with the opening night featuring food made from recipes 
from the well-regarded Black Dolphin restaurant. On one wall, a projection of the current journey along 
the Princes Highway from Melbourne through Bairnsdale to Merimbula creates a meditative series of 
images to reflect on the content provided, though this will transform into a theatre for screenings of 
films portraying motels in popular culture. An exhibition is also an opportunity for creating experiences 
and meetings for people and this was a valuable inclusion, able to be incorporated into the curation 
of the exhibition.

The catalogue is another way for an exhibition to continue after it has closed. The record of the 
exhibition’s contents, the intention of the exhibition, and the ability for one to then explore the 
exhibition’s themes further allows for more thought than what simply hangs on the walls. The content 
of the catalogue has been organised with the themes of the micro-scale of the architectural, the 
macro-scale of the history of the times, and the social context of the personal stories that eventuate 
when a place is constructed and the expected and unexpected impact that this has on people and 
their everyday experience of architecture, interiors and landscape.
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Student proposal 
Image: Kurt Jury, 2014
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The development of the motel is intrinsically linked to the implementation of the car-based culture 
and economy, both in America and Australia. The first ‘motels’ in Australia were small timber-framed 
sleeping shacks that were adjacent to most petrol stations. 

In February 1954, the General Secretary of the Victorian Automotive Chamber of Commerce, on return 
from a seven-month trip to America proclaimed that “clearly, with its population fast approaching the 
10,000,000 mark…no country seemed more suitable to holidaying by motorcar than Australia, with its 
far flung distances, wide open spaces and tourist attractions of multitudinous variety.” David Yencken 
had came to this same conclusion after exploring Australia and noting the absence of the motel - a 
place that those on road trips could stay to rest with their car right outside the room. 

According to the RACV guides, in the late 1950s there was a rapid growth in the number of motels in 
Australia. In Victoria the number increased from only six in 1958 to over 100 by the 1963 listing. The 
architecture of these buildings spoke more to emerging Australian trends. Motels prior to 1955 had a 
tendency to be replicas of American styles and Australia had lacked its own style. The Mitchell Valley 
Motel and the Black Dolphin Motel were integral in defining an Australian style for the motel typology.

MOTEL TYPOLOGY IN AUSTRALIA
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MOTELS IN POPULAR CULTURE 
Motels have been the places and the spaces where narratives that remain in the popular consciousness 
are set. Although many regularly have a pleasant stay at a motel, it is unlikely that this is a story told 
in film, literature or television. The motel in popular culture sets the scene for stories of drama, horror, 
crime, lust and limbo. Over time the stopping places along the open road that once demonstrated 
prosperity and adventure decayed into the settings ripe for a fertile imagination as exemplified by 
Alfred Hitchcock’s Psycho. A program of films featuring motels was screened in conjunction with the 
exhibition.

CAR CULTURE
The motel formed a key part of our emergent post war culture of car travel and holidays, and has since 
provided a resting place as we continue to explore our vast country. There is a crucial link between 
the car and the motel which is demonstrated by the parallel growth of both industries in Australia 
after WWII. Due to technological advancements in mass vehicle production, more and more people 
were buying cars in the 1950s. Together with the charging social values and a growing middle class 
the ability to take small trips without coordinating with public transport and aeroplanes was more 
achievable. This in turn led to the development of a number of major freeways and thus motels.

THE OPEN ROAD TO A MOTEL
The road between Melbourne and Sydney was always going to be a popular route. The Great Dividing 
Range separated the two main arterial routes - the Hume Highway on one side and the Princes 
Highway on the other. The Hume Highway was the major of the two and on the surface presented itself 
as the favourable option yet was earmarked for redevelopment. The siting of Mitchell Valley Motel in 
Bairnsdale presented a natural stopping point on the way to and from New South Wales and to tourist 
attractions in Victoria. The uncertainty of a Hume upgrade and possible bypasses, the “moteliers’” 
nightmare, influenced the Black Dolphin being built further along the Princes Highway in Merimbula.
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In the mid-1950s the motel was not yet a common feature of the Australian highway. Enterprising 
individuals took influence from overseas and started to develop this typology in Australia. David 
Yencken contributed to this growth through the addition of two architecturally influential motels on the 
Princes Highway.

The first was the Mitchell Valley Motel, located in Bairnsdale, as the town is a connection to many 
Victorian tourist spots and is an appropriate stopping point when travelling to New South Wales. As 
this was the first motel commission and finances were limited, the design needed to be economical 
yet meet ideals for taste, design and service. From a recommendation, John Mockridge of Mockridge, 
Stahle and Mitchell was approached to design the motel. His design philosophy was that the building 
should fit into its environment but still have an identity of its own without sacrificing function. This 
approach had worked well when fitting new buildings in with the old in an urban environment. 

THE MITCHELL VALLEY MOTEL
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The Mitchell Valley Motel, site plan 
1956-1959, Architectural Drawing Collection, Mockridge Stahle Mitchell, State Library of Victoria, copyright Alison Alexander.
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The Mitchell Valley Motel room layouts 
1956-1959, Architectural Drawing Collection, Mockridge Stahle Mitchell, State Library of Victoria, copyright Alison Alexander.
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At opening there were 14 double rooms, eight single rooms and a building containing 
the reception area, the kitchen and the managers’ flat. Later, another eight single rooms 
were added as well as a breakfast and tea room with a fireplace. The buildings were of 
hand-made concrete block that provided soundproof party walls and the exterior walls 
were either clad in red stained vertical timber cladding if facing the carpark, or window 
walls if facing the garden and views. The painted interiors were simply furnished with 
modernist designs with colour coming from the fabrics in the rooms. The landscape 
incorporating the planting of a couple of hundred exotic shrubs and trees was designed 
by Beryl Mann, the landscape architect for the firm.
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The Mitchell Valley Motel, single unit exterior 
Photograph by Mark Strizic, 1959. State Library of Victoria. H2013.188/7. Copyright Estate of Mark Strizic.
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The Mitchell Valley Motel, double units at night  
Photograph by Mark Strizic, 1959. State Library of Victoria. H2013.188/11. Copyright Estate of Mark Strizic.
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The Mitchell Valley Motel, dining room  
Photograph by John Jansson, 1959. State Library of Victoria. H2013.188/45. Copyright Alison Alexander.
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DAVID YENCKEN
David Yencken (1931- ) is known for his work championing the Australian environment, the nation’s 
heritage and excellence in design though his work in industry, politics and academia. This career 
was influenced by his experiences in building these two motels. He was 25 years old when work 
commenced on Mitchell Valley Motel in 1957 and the Black Dolphin soon followed in 1960. In 1965 
he co-founded Merchant Builders where, as Chairman and Joint Managing Director, he led the way 
in pioneering new project housing developments in Victoria that combined progressive architectural 
design with native landscaping.

JOHN MOCKRIDGE
John Mockridge (1916-1994) was the principal designer for the Melbourne firm of Mockridge, Stahle 
and Mitchell. Together with Ross Stahle and George Mitchell, Mockridge’s architecture mediated 
regionalism and modernism with the incorporation of traditional Australian forms with overseas 
influence, associated with New Empiricism, such as the ‘Swedish Red’ paint used in the Mitchell Valley 
Motel. The post-war Australian recreational lifestyle such as the beach house and the motel featured in 
their work as well as more commonly known work of community and public buildings.

ROBIN BOYD
Born into one of Australia’s prominent creative families, Robin Boyd (1919-1971) both through his built 
works and his critical writings on design and taste, was hugely influential on Australian architecture. In 
1953 he formed an influential partnership with Frederick Romberg and Roy Grounds and it was with 
Grounds, Romberg and Boyd that the Black Dolphin was completed. After the Black Dolphin, Boyd 
undertook further motel design work with the John Batman Motor Inn in Melbourne. His architectural 
legacy is continued by the Robin Boyd Foundation, which hosts a program of events to increase 
understanding of design, including a regular studio for students of architecture at Robin Boyd’s self-
designed Walsh Street house, South Yarra.

BIOGRAPHIES
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David Yencken
Source: David Yencken

John Mockridge  
Photographer unknown. Mockridge, 
Stahle and Mitchell archive, courtesy 
Alison Alexander

Robin Boyd  
Photograph by Athol Smith, 1962. Robin Boyd 
Foundation Collection, courtesy Australian 
Broadcasting Commission.
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The typical American motels of the 1950s and 1960s are of the Googie style of architecture 
characterised by their huge motel signage and extraordinary architectural shapes. Within Australia, 
motels that reflected this style were typically seen on the coast. The photography series by John 
Gollings titled Learning from Surfers Paradise provides a good representation of the architectural 
development of generic motels in Australia. Robin Boyd critiqued this development of motels in the 
American style in the The Australian Ugliness which also examined the wider application of style and 
taste in Australia. The Mitchell Valley Motel and the Black Dolphin Motel were examples of Modernist 
motels with refinements that set them apart from the norm.

DESIGN TASTE AND UGLINESS

Robin Boyd in The Australian Ugliness, F.W. Cheshire, Melbourne, 1960.

“In its approach to the public, in social 
and aesthetic values, in style, the motel 
often turned out to be a substantial 
offspring of the merry-go-round or the 
juke-box.”
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Due to the success of the Mitchell Valley Motel, the next opportunity presented itself relatively easily 
with an approach by both investors who had a site in Merimbula on the New South Wales coast and 
a well-known architect. Robin Boyd was impressed with the design of the Mitchell Valley Motel and 
after travel in America wanted to design a motel that was an original and authentic response to the 
Australian environment. A brief, reflective of the one given to John Mockridge, was also given to him.

The site was on the edge of an inlet although a main road cut across it, and due to a proposed 
highway diversion the access and reception area needed to work from two opposite directions. The 
Black Dolphin consisted of a two storey main building with the ground floor housing a reception area, 
a managers’ flat and laundry, and the upper floor, of the restaurant and kitchen. There were seventeen 
double rooms, four smaller rooms and two self-contained units close to the inlet. A further extension 
added another five double rooms and the reworking of the main building to move the reception area 
upstairs with an expansion of the restaurant space into a bar and sitting area with fireplace. 

THE BLACK DOLPHIN MOTEL
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The Black Dolphin Motel, site plan
1960, Grounds Romberg and Boyd Archive, State Library of Victoria. Copyright the Robin Boyd Foundation.
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The Black Dolphin Mote, restaurant block, working drawings 
1960, Grounds Romberg and Boyd Archive, State Library of Victoria. Copyright the Robin Boyd Foundation.
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The buildings fitted into a site that was thick with mahogany gums. This was amplified with the 
colonnade and main uprights for the two storey reception and restaurant building being of peeled tree 
trunks with the stains aiming for a naturally weathered look. Local red brick was used and the guest 
rooms each had private gardens that effectively doubled the room size on fine days and the existing 
mahogany gums on the site blended well into this setting. Each room had views over the inlet and 
were furnished with modernist furniture with heavy Indian cottons in bright colours being used as 
bedspreads.
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The Black Dolphin Motel, view from garden 
Photograph by Mark Strizic, 1961. State Library of Victoria. 
H2011.55/2063. Copyright Estate of Mark Strizic.

The Black Dolphin Motel, view from garden 
Photograph by Mark Strizic, 1961. State Library of Victoria. 
H2011.55/2064. Copyright Estate of Mark Strizic.
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The Black Dolphin Motel, room interior, view out to outdoor area 
Photograph by Mark Strizic, 1961. State Library of Victoria. H2011.55/2069. Copyright Estate of Mark Strizic.
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The Black Dolphin Motel, perspective drawing  
Drawn by Peter Little, 1960, Grounds Romberg and Boyd Archive, State Library of Victoria. Copyright the Robin Boyd Foundation.
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Black Dolphin Motel, dinner menu 
1962-1971, David Yencken.

The Black Dolphin Motel, dining room 
Photograph by Mark Strizic, 1961. State Library of Victoria. 
H2011.55/2056. Copyright Estate of Mark Strizic.

The Black Dolphin Motel restaurant was highly regarded as a gourmand’s destination during the 1960s 
and 1970s. The chef had a reputation for taste and flavours that were not the norm at the time and this 
became an attraction for the motel.

Food inspired by Black Dolphin’s restaurant menu was served to guests on the opening night of the 
exhibition.

THE BLACK DOLPHIN RESTAURANT
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Black Dolphin Motel, advertisements 
1962-1971, David Yencken and Rose Yencken.

The Black Dolphin Motel was widely advertised in The Nation and Bulletin during the 1960s. David 
Yencken and Rose Yencken wrote the copy for the advertisements. The adverts often celebrate the 
dolphin image by Max Robinson as the main icon and subject, along with the charming qualities of 
the motel, the food, Boyd’s design and the site, Merimbula. The Black Dolphin Motel was also widely 
advertised in the Canberra Times newspaper. 
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The Mitchell Valley Motel, double room interior. 
Photograph by John Jansson, 1959. H2013.188/36. 
Mockridge Stahle Mitchell Archive, State Library of 
Victoria, copyright Alison Alexander.

The Mitchell Valley Motel, kitchen
Photograph by John Jansson, 1959. H.2013.188/42. 
Mockridge Stahle Mitchell Archive, State Library of 
Victoria, copyright Alison Alexander.

Motels tend to be simply furnished with the weary traveller in mind. A method of conserving space in 
rooms had beds doubling as divans as demonstrated in both motels. The interior design and finishes 
were pared back with built in shelves, exposed beams and unrendered block-work.

MOTELS AND THE INTERIORS: 
FURNISHINGS AND FURNITURE
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The Black Dolphin Motel, double room interior 
Photograph by Mark Strizic, 1961. State Library of Victoria. 
H2011.55/2058. Copyright Estate of Mark Strizic.

The Black Dolphin Motel, double room interior 
Photograph by Mark Strizic, 1961. State Library of Victoria. 
H2011.55/2059. Copyright Estate of Mark Strizic.
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The organisation of space in the guest rooms was a concern of the brief for both motels. Influenced 
by research on room layouts from an American text analysing motels, David Yencken emphasised 
the relationship between the room and the exterior beyond to the landscape of the site. Each brief 
called for a considered approach to site planning and the room layouts. Of particular note was that the 
motel room should face away from the car park towards the garden or view, and the bath or shower 
room should buffer the car park from the main sleeping and living areas. Both the Mitchell Valley Motel 
and the Black Dolphin fulfill these requirements and additionally respond to each site in a natural and 
harmonious manner. The Black Dolphin proved to be particularly different to the norm and education 
on its design intent was aided by a written transcription in the form of a letter to each guest posted to 
the back of each guest room door.

THE ROOMS:
INTERIOR TO EXTERIOR AND BEYOND
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The Black Dolphin Motel, room interior view, out to outdoor area 
Photograph by Mark Strizic, 1961. State Library of Victoria. 
H2011.55/2072. Copyright Estate of Mark Strizic.
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LANDSCAPE

Both the Mitchell Valley Motel and the Black Dolphin had landscapes designed with sympathy and 
understanding, yet the approaches contrasted. With a nod to the former agricultural use of land, the 
Mitchell Valley Motel planted a couple of hundred exotics as detailed in Beryl Mann’s planting plan. 
The Block Dolphin incorporated, as much as possible, the existing site contours and mahogany gums.

The Mitchell Valley Motel, planting plan 
1956-1959, Architectural Drawing Collection, Mockridge Stahle Mitchell, State Library of Victoria, copyright Alison Alexander.
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The Black Dolphin Motel, view of colonnades
Photograph by Mark Strizic, 1961. State Library of Victoria. 
H2011.55/2065. Copyright Estate of Mark Strizic.

The Black Dolphin Motel, view of driveway
Photograph by Mark Strizic, 1961. State Library of Victoria. 
H2011.55/2060. Copyright Estate of Mark Strizic.
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THIS EXHIBITION BROUGHT THE STUDENTS AND TEAM INTO 
CONTACT WITH MANY KNOWLEDGEABLE AND HELPFUL 
INDIVIDUALS. MOTEL HAS BEEN MADE POSSIBLE BECAUSE 
OF THEIR ASSISTANCE. 
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